The current situation of the Functions module is like this:
Wizards like "Sort pages" and "Bulk-create pages" are inside
Web=>Functions=>Wizards.
The Functions module is not used at all for anything else right now.

For a cleaner interface and code structure, both wizards are moved to the Web=>Functions level directly.

This avoids having a separate dropdown in the content area, but using the already known (and default) "functions" MOD MENU.

In a further step, the "func_wizard" extension should be moved to compatibility6 with a proper note on how to migrate old "wizard" extensions to the normal top-level functions module.
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History

#1 - 2014-11-25 09:57 - Gerrit Code Review
- Status changed from New to Under Review

Patch set 1 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/34581

#2 - 2014-11-25 21:36 - Gerrit Code Review

Patch set 2 for branch master of project Packages/TYPO3.CMS has been pushed to the review server. It is available at http://review.typo3.org/34581

#3 - 2014-12-03 12:30 - Benni Mack
- Status changed from Under Review to Resolved
- % Done changed from 0 to 100

Applied in changeset 273ebba1cdef1b368f61276b2b8e411e321cee3a.

#4 - 2017-10-19 20:49 - Riccardo De Contardi
- Status changed from Resolved to Closed